
 

Uniform Policy (without exception)* 
 
All children should be dressed in uniforms each and every day.  Any child out of 
uniform will be sent to the office via teacher,  and a parent will be called to pick up 
the child. 
 
Girls 
 White uniform blouse 
 Uniform jumper 
 White (preferably), navy blue, or red socks/stockings 
 Shorts are not permitted under uniform jumper without prior approval from 

the office. 
 Socks must be above the ankle. 
 Please use parental discretion with beads (teacher is not responsible for 

misplaced beads) and other hair accessories 
 Typically, black or white gym shoes are preferred. 
 Excessive jewelry is not permitted. 
 Guidelines for wearing shorts under uniform jumpers: 

Must be full-sized (no biker shorts) 
 Near knee length for all ages 
 Complete uniform must be worn at all times. 
 Shorts must never be seen; must be black or navy blue. 
 Parents:  Purchase jumpers keeping in mind their shrinkage and the    
    child’s growth to prevent the shorts from being noticed. 
    Shorts may be purchased at Schoolbelles (513-921-3417). 

Boys 
 White uniform shirt 
 Navy blue khaki or corduroy pants (without signature designs and no more 

than four interior pockets) 
 Shorts are not permitted during the academic school year. 
 Earrings, ponytails, nor braids are permitted. 

          Hair must be cut moderately short (basically plain and without    
          features such as Mohawk and etc.).  Two straight 3-inch lines are   
          allowable. 
 Typically black or white gym shoes are preferred. 
 Socks must be above the ankle.  

 
On Friday during corporate devotion all girls must be in uniform with black dress 
shoes and white socks.  All boys must be in uniform with white shirt,  
navy blue neck tie, and black dress shoes.  Any child out of uniform will be sent to 
the office and a parent will be called to pick up the child. 
 



All students who must change into play clothes at the end of the day must do so upon 
arrival of the parent/guardian. 
 
If the classroom is too cool, children are permitted to wear white, navy blue, or red 
sweaters.  Heavy outerwear and hoodies are not to be worn in the classroom. 
 
*Please call the office for questions or concerns. 
 


